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We’re a platform that allows any merchant to 
sell anywhere. Our roots are in e-commerce, 
but we enable our merchants to sell through 
multiple sales channels whether that’s on the 
web, in person at a retail location or pop up 
shop and even on social media





Navigating cultural complexity 
in a remote world



I’m a bridge person



CONFIDENTIAL



Resilient Chameleon
Brutal Efficiency



Story #1



🇺🇸 🇮🇳



Great



Great



Great 😡

Great 😐

Great 😕



Great ✅



+ Strong smells are offensive to Americans. Make sure to avoid disturbing your western 
colleagues at lunch time

+ A meeting scheduled at 9AM starts at 9AM. Be there 5 mins early.
+ Don’t use the company’s phones to call your parents back home in India



Egalitarian Hierarchical



Time is relative Time is money



“Traditional”“Free”



Huge egoSmall ego
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Cultural complexity
Our cultural differences are rich, complex 
and difficult to decipher



Story #2



CONFIDENTIAL

What’s your opinion on eating on a video call?





“It depends on the food. Snacks is okay but 
I can’t eat lunch on a video call”



Acknowledging our differences is important







Cultural complexity is not a 
problem to be solved



Navigate cultural complexity, don’t solve it



The remote world



Overcommunicate



Work Life



How to fun?







CONFIDENTIAL

What is the new digital etiquette in meetings?



Cultural complexity + remote world



Our daily commute/automation



The global pandemic
broke this











Bridge the gap in the remote world





Trust battery is critical in a remote world





Best ideas come from diverse 
teams that get along very well



Navigate the remote world across cultures



+ Cultural differences are complex and nuanced. 
Oversimplified, limiting examples are too common in media

+ We should acknowledge and even celebrate cultural 
complexity. It’s not a problem to be solved

+ When we learn to navigate cultural complexity in the digital 
world we can create an oasis for creative people where 
betters ideas are generated





Practical tips for navigating cultural complexity 
in a remote world



Becoming a bridge person…



Drive - get motivated!





Flexibility,
Persistence
& Engagement





Awareness



Great



Increase your cultural intelligence



https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/selectatest.htm


https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/selectatest.htm


Action





Cooperative overlapping
vs. Turn-taking



Different meanings of silence



1. Drive
2. Awareness
3. Action



Get comfortable with ambiguity



Get a sense of humour



Create your personal blueprint





https://stampede-design.com/

https://stampede-design.com/


Blueprints and maps help people navigate



Get a liaison / ops person
Brutal Efficiency



+ Drive: get motivated to make that online oasis
+ Awareness: increase your cultural intelligence by paying 

attention to every interaction
+ Action: Strategize and plan a change in verbal and non 

verbal behaviours 
+ Get comfortable with ambiguity, get a sense of humour
+ Blueprints and maps to help people navigate
+ An ops person who provides a space to discuss issues



Cultural complexity is not a 
problem to be solved but a 
beautiful world we need to 
learn how to navigate



Become a bridge person 
by learning more with 
every cultural interaction





Thank you for listening! 
DM me to continue the conversation
@uxartist
www.aditikulkarni.com

http://www.aditikulkarni.com


ux.shopify.com




